
Proposed Itinerary

Day 1 - Friday June 12

Arrive in Pointe Noire at any time. Arrival transfer from airport included.

Meals: Welcome Dinner at hotel

Day 2 - Saturday June 13

After breakfast, travel to the Tchimpounga Chimpanzee Rehabilitation Center to

observe staff as they take groups of chimpanzees to the forest. Enjoy the sanctuary's

extraordinary landscape after Dr. Rebeca Atencia, Tchimpounga's Executive Director

and Head Veterinarian delivers a special presentation.

Meals: Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner

Day 3 - Sunday June 14

Accompanied by Tchimpounga staff, take a boat trip down the Kouilou River to see the

forested Tchimpounga Islands. See the famous Tchimpounga chimpanzees up close

during their scheduled feedings. In the afternoon, visit the nearby Ma-Loango museum

and learn more about Congo's history and have the opportunity to purchase locally-

made souvenirs.

Meals: Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner

Day 4 - Monday June 15

Enjoy a traditional kayaking tour with local guides and enjoy the natural scenery that

winds through Tchimpounga's lush mangrove forests, stopping in a bamboo village

before visiting Roots & Shoots education programs.

Meals: Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner
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Day 5 - Tuesday June 16

Travel to Conkouati-Douli National Park, and explore the nature reserve in search of

mandrills that have been rescued by JGI and released here. Stay overnight and fall

asleep to the sounds of the rainforest.

Meals: Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner

Day 6 - Wednesday June 17

After enjoying the morning in Conkouati–Douli National Park,  travel back to Pointe

Noire for a goodbye dinner with senior members of the Tchimpounga staff.

Meals: Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner

Day 7 – Thursday June 18

Depart Pointe Noire any time. Departure transfer included.

Meals: Breakfast

*Itinerary is subject to change

IMPORTANT: Each traveler will be responsible for booking their own travel into and out

of Pointe Noire, Republic of Congo as well as obtaining the necessary visas and

immunizations, as well as Emergency Medical & Evacuation insurance. Once your

booking is confirmed, you will receive a pre-travel package which will guide you through

all of these requirements.
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About the project sites in the Republic of Congo

The Tchimpounga Chimpanzee Rehabilitation Center is the main site travelers will visit on this

exclusive JGI trip to the Republic of Congo. Closed to the public, this unique access and

opportunity is not to be missed. In addition to the sanctuary we will visit local communities

surrounding the Tchimpounga Reserve and see Roots & Shoots projects first-hand. These

neighbouring villages are very important to regional conservation and JGI works closely with

them to hire caregivers and EcoGuards. Lastly, travel to Conkouati-Douli National Park, and

hopefully see wild chimpanzees and other animals in their natural habitat.

Tchimpounga Chimpanzee Rehabilitation Center

Surrounded by 129,000 acres of dense rainforest and

savannah, the Tchimpounga Chimpanzee Rehabilitation

Center is the largest chimpanzee sanctuary in Africa. For

nearly 25 years, Tchimpounga has provided life-saving

rehabilitation and protection to sick, malnourished and

injured orphan chimpanzees rescued from markets and

homes by local authorities in the fight against wildlife

trafficking and poaching.
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Today, more than 130 chimpanzees live at

Tchimpounga where they are given a second chance at

life. If there is such a thing as an average day at this

remarkable place, it is filled with many activities and

interactions with caregivers. While at Tchimpounga, we

will travel by boat up the Kouilou River where

chimpanzees from the mainland sanctuary have been

released onto forested islands. One of these

remarkable chimps is Wounda, who was famously

filmed hugging Dr. Goodall after her release onto her

new island home.
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Conkouati-Douli National Park

Conkouati-Douli National Park is a UNESCO national

park along the coast of the Republic of Congo. The

park is home to wild animals including chimpanzees,

elephants, gorillas, leopards, and mandrills.

JGI Congo manages a Mandrill Release Program in

this area, rescuing Mandrills kept as illegal pets and

rehabilitating them at Tchimpounga sanctuary before

releasing them into the freedom of the rainforest. JGI

has successfully reintroduced several mandrills into

Conkouati-Douli National Park and staff are monitoring

the animals’ health on an ongoing basis.

Roots & Shoots in Republic of Congo

Roots & Shoots empowers young people to address

sustainability challenges in their communities. Bringing

this program to communities where deforestation and

poaching are ongoing threats is a crucial step in

developing long-term conservation strategies.

Staff at the Jane Goodall Institute in the Congo are

strengthening the capacity of teachers based in nature

reserves by introducing them to Roots & Shoots. JGI

provides teachers with training and program resources

such as community mapping materials and lesson

plans. By implementing this program into their

classrooms, teachers can help inspire and motivate the

next generation to steward and defend the natural

world.
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